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A Message from Dr. Harshbarger
The next time you visit our office, notice that the formerly plain back wall
behind the counters has been decorated with framed photographs of our
“Why”. Inspired by author Simon Sinek’s book titled, Start With Why; the
premise is simple: Know your purpose.
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So, we asked the employees of the MCCO/MVRCL to find their Why and bring in
a photo to display on the wall.
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Why do you do what you do each day?
Why do you work here?
Why do you choose to serve the community?
It’s important to us that the customers understand our purpose. It’s our WHY
that brings us to work each day, to serve our community, and bring peace and
justice to those who are suffering.
It’s our WHY we use to reinforce our mission, “quality forensic science from
exceptional people of service”.
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A Message from the Director of
Operations
BY BROOKE J. EHLERS
Brooke J. Ehlers
Change is hard. I could probably end the article here; however, without change we lack the
ability to grow and learn.
We have been encouraging the MCCO/MVRCL employees to embrace change and move away
from the longstanding, “that’s the way we’ve always done it” mentality. As a forensic
organization, it’s futile that we continue to develop and strengthen our processes to better
serve our customers and our employees.

Director of
Operations
ehlersb@mcohio.org
937-225-6176

Team Morgue recently participated in a process mapping exercise to identify opportunities for improvement in their
operations. The supervisors detailed each step to include decisions that are continuously made depending upon the situation.
Morgue employees were then able to mark actions and decisions in the process that they believe could be improved upon.
They did amazing and were able to identify over ten opportunities for improvement! We are now discussing and
implementing those changes to create more proficient methods. Additionally, the exercise was an opportunity for
communication within the section. It gave the employees an excuse to converse about topics that are overlooked in the
everyday routine.
I would encourage you to ask, “Why do we do this?”. It has become a common theme around our building. Is it necessary?
Is it effective? Is it timely? Or have we always just done it this way?

“ All highly competent people continually search for
ways to keep learning, growing, and improving. They do
that by asking WHY. After all, the person who knows
HOW will always have a job, but the person who knows

“It’s notWHY
thewillload
that
breaks
always
be the
boss.”you down,
it’s ~the
way
you
carry
it.”
Benjamin Franklin
~ Lena Horne
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New Faces at MCCO/MVRCL

Alexis Kraemer - Morgue

Lyndsey Emery - Pathology

Angela Shaw - Morgue

Charles Taylor - Investigation

Matt Dulaney - Investigation

Drug Chemistry
CANNABIDIOAL (CBD)
Cannabidiol, or CBD, is one of over 100 compounds (called cannabinoids) naturally occurring in the cannabis
plant. While considered
Figure 1
an “active” compound, Cannabidiol is not impairing or mind-altering in the way that its fellow cannabinoid Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol
(Δ9-THC) is psychoactive.1 With the passing of the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 (Farm Bill), an increased interest in products
listed to contain Cannabidiol was observed. While not a recent occurrence, some products labeled to contain Cannabidiol may not
contain any Cannabidiol (or any other cannabinoids), as acute poisonings were observed in Utah during late 2017 – early 2018 from
products labeled to contain Cannabidiol. It was found that these products actually contained a synthetic cannabinoid known as 4cyano CUMYL-BUTINACA (4-CCB).2
Some examples of Cannabidiol containing products include vape pens, pre-rolled cigarettes, oils/tinctures, topical creams/lotions,
and edibles (some photos below). While these products are marketed as legal hemp-based products, they may still contain greater
than 0.3% Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol as they are typically derived from the cannabis plant. These products also are unlikely to have
undergone any testing or other requirements for FDA approval, which could increase their potential harm to an unsuspecting user. F
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https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/best-cbdproducts#product-list

https://nymag.com/strategist/article/best-cbd-products.html

Another potential use for Cannabidiol is in the synthetic production of Δ8-Tetrahydrocannabinol. This can be used to increase the
concentration of Δ8-Tetrahydrocannabinol products due to the small amount naturally found in the cannabis plant.3 Δ8Tetrahydrocannabinol containing products have been on the increase recently at Miami Valley Regional Crime Laboratory (MVRCL),
particularly in electronic smoking device cartridges.
In addition to the increase of the above types of Cannabidiol products, there is one FDA approved Cannabidiol product currently
available. Epidiolex was approved for treatment of seizures associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, Dravet syndrome and
tuberous sclerosis complex.4 This product does require a prescription from a medical professional and would need to meet the same
Figure 3
requirements as other prescription drugs to be legally possessed. As of this writing, this product has
not been submitted or seen at
MVRCL.
While Cannabidiol (and other similar THC relatives such as Δ8-THC) are not currently controlled in the state of Ohio, products listed
to contain these could still contain greater than 0.3% of Δ9-THC. A qualitative and quantitative analysis would be required to determine
if these products contained greater than 0.3% Δ9-THC, which would meet the definition of marijuana rather than a hemp product as
defined by the Ohio code.
As always, please email the chemistry section at drugrushes@mcohio.org if you have any drug case inquiries, packaging questions,
requests for lab reports, or to request a rush for a particular case.
1- https://www.cdc.gov/marijuana/health-effects/

2- https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/67/wr/mm6720a5.htm
Figure 4

3- https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2021/han00451.asp

4- https://www.epidiolex.com/about-epidiolex

Toxicology

Toxicology and Testimony: Why We Say “We Can’t Say That”
By Liz Kiely
Any toxicology section spends most of its time performing various types of testing in order to get you what you need: a report
containing the alcohol and/or drug findings in a subject’s biological specimen. The report may help you build your case or decide
what charges to pursue or what should be listed as the cause of death. However, sometimes the drug names and numbers listed
on the report are not enough and interpretation is required. Then you call the forensic toxicologist that issued the report and
instead of telling you that your subject was definitely impaired or this drug definitely caused their death, they say “maybe” and
“it could have contributed” and “I can’t say that.” Even when the numbers seem really large, for a variety of reasons, sometimes
“maybe” may be the most we can say.
In general, there are two types of testimony provided by a forensic toxicologist. Fact testimony will typically provide information
and specifics on the testing performed on the submitted specimen. This may include the condition of the specimen when it was
received by the laboratory, the scientific principles of the testing performed and the instrumentation used, the quality assurance
practices of the section, and chain of custody. Opinion testimony will focus on the forensic toxicologist’s interpretation of the
results. This type of testimony may include opinions on impairment and effects of a drug on the general population, the
significance of the presence or absence of a drug, general classification of a reported concentration (therapeutic, toxic, etc.),
and the metabolism process. Opinion testimony may also include any calculations that were requested, such as back or forward
extrapolation for alcohol [concentration of alcohol at a point in time other than the time of sample collection].
The facts in fact testimony are generally not in dispute as they are developed from the forensic toxicologist’s observations and
the standard operating procedures of the laboratory. Opinion testimony, on the other hand, often requires outside information.
When providing an interpretation or an expert opinion on a particular case, it is best practice to consider the total facts of the
case. This means that the quality and thoroughness of the opinion we give you is dependent upon the quality and thoroughness
of the information you give us. Case history, medical/medication history of the subject, observations at the scene, and field
sobriety test results are just some of the aspects of a case that can inform an expert opinion. Outside of the per se laws, a
number on a report is truly just a number and we cannot offer an opinion on impairment based solely on that. There are too
many other factors that need to be considered. Sample type is one example. The presence of a drug in blood indicates that the
drug is interacting with the brain and therefore may be the cause of the behavior exhibited by the subject while driving or during
SFST’s. However, the presence of drugs in urine or hair does not necessarily indicate the same as drugs can be present in urine
and hair but have already been metabolized completely from the blood. If a drug is not detected in the blood, it is no longer
interacting with the brain and cannot be attributed to any signs of impairment.
Finally, the phrase “to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty” was an easy way to state “I am definitely right and you should
absolutely believe me” in court. However, the field is evolving and it is no longer acceptable to use such a generic phase. What
is reasonable or certain to me based on my experience might not be reasonable or certain to a forensic toxicologist at another
laboratory. What is reasonable or certain to me at this moment may not be reasonable or certain at a later date when new
information becomes available or new studies are published. Instead, we prefer to use phrasing such as “based on our education,
training, and experience” to vouch for any testimony or opinions offered in court.
If you have questions or would like more information regarding our testimony practices, please contact me at kielye@mcohio.org.

Reference: ANSI/ASB Best Practice Recommendation 037, First Edition
2019 – Guidelines for Opinions and Testimony in Forensic Toxicology

MVRCL TRACE SECTION
Differentiating Hairs
By Rachel Newton

.

When you receive a Trace report regarding hairs, you may see that there are different types that are mentioned.
Body hairs. Head hairs. Pubic hairs. Hair fragments. Animal hairs. So, what do these all mean?
Head and pubic hairs can be used for a hair comparison if desired. With these, I will ask for appropriate hair
standards and I can also send the roots on for DNA analysis.
Body hairs are considered any other hair that is not head or pubic. Facial hair, arm hair, eyelashes, etc. fall into
this category. These hairs do not have enough microscopic characteristics for a comparison, and therefore will
get forwarded for DNA analysis.
Hair fragments are hairs that do not have a root. Therefore, there is nothing further that can be done with these.
Animal hairs will be reported out as just that. Our Laboratory does not perform animal hair comparisons or
animal DNA analysis, but can help get it sent to another Laboratory if that is something that is needed.

Hair Comparison

Animal Hair (Cat)

Body Hair (eyelash)

Rachel Newton

newtonr@mcohio.org

937-225-5090

A Message from

DNA
Rapid DNA is a term used to describe the fully automated process of developing a DNA profile from a reference
sample mouth swab in 1-2 hours without the need for a DNA laboratory and without any human interpretation.
The Forensic and Database Quality Assurance Standards for accredited DNA laboratories address the use of Rapid
DNA in the laboratory setting for known, database or casework reference samples. CODIS eligible reference
samples can be uploaded into CODIS. The MVRCL is an accredited laboratory under ISO 17025:2017 and the FBI’s
QAS program and therefore, permitted to upload samples into CODIS.
Rapid DNA technology will be used in two practices at the facility. The MVRCL will utilize the reference mouth
swabs for casework for direct comparison and as a screening tool. Integration of Rapid DNA for reference mouth
swabs in the laboratory has many benefits. These benefits include, but are not limited to:
▪ Reference sample mouth swabs can be easily analyzed using a separate and faster workflow from
evidence samples
▪ Forensic DNA analysts can focus on crime scene evidence or more complex samples
Credit:
Conversation
▪ TheSuspect
and elimination samples
submitted
after the evidence in the case doesn’t disrupt the forensic DNA
Credit:
Harvard University
Credit: aboutforensics.co.uk
analyst’s examination plan
▪ DNA data from suspect and elimination samples are quickly available for comparison in the case
Secondly, Rapid DNA sample will be obtained for John/Jane Doe unidentified human remains for the Montgomery
County Coroner’s Office and surrounding contract counties. The use of Rapid DNA will decrease the time needed
to identify a decedent and provide closure for the family in a timely manner.
Group informational sessions will be conducted by the MCCO/MVRCL to contracting coroners and investigators,
law enforcement agencies, and local attorneys to explain the technology and answer questions.
Stay tuned for more information on timelines for the implementation of rapid DNA technologies at the
MCCO/MVRCL!

Reference:
“Guide to All Things Rapid DNA”, U.S.
Department of Justice Federal Bureau of
Investigation January 27, 2022, Version 1.0

Latent Prints
Latent Print Value Determinations

By: Jen Yoak

Latent print reports from MVRCL use three broad categories to describe the value of the evidence submitted or obtained during
processing. During analysis of latent prints, our examiners determine if they are: 1) of value for comparison and AFIS searches 2)
of value for direct comparison to known prints, but not for an AFIS search or 3) no value for any comparisons. These determinations
are a combination of the amount of information present in the impression (generally, the number of minutia or ridge
characteristics), any indications of anatomical location or orientation (such as a pattern in a fingerprint or creases in the palms)
and the clarity or quality of the impression. Here’s a few examples of what these might look like, along with the definitions that
are included in each report.
Value for identification and/or exclusion and AFIS entry: the latent print(s) contain sufficient quality and quantity of friction ridge
detail to conduct a direct comparison with known prints. The latent print(s) contain sufficient quality and quantity of detail, along
with a suitable anatomical source, to conduct an AFIS search (for example, the pattern area of a finger or a known location and
orientation in the palms).

Based on the pattern and shape, we know the left image is a fingerprint in this orientation, and it contains sufficient minutia to
conduct a productive AFIS search. The latent palm in the right image has a major crease that orients it in the upper left portion
of the left palm, allowing for a targeted AFIS search.
Value for identification and/or exclusion but lacks sufficient quality for AFIS entry: the latent print(s) contain sufficient quality and
quantity of friction ridge detail to conduct a direct comparison with the known prints of requested individuals. The latent print(s)
cannot be used for an AFIS search due to the quality or quantity of information present, or due to the anatomical source (for
example, extreme tips or sides of fingers, edges of palms, and lower joints of fingers).

The left image is the extreme tip of a finger. There is an abundance of information to conduct a comparison, but the known prints
recorded on a standard tenprint card and in the AFIS database generally don’t include this area of the fingers, therefore it wouldn’t
be suitable for a database search. The center image is from an unknown area of a palm. There aren’t any creases or other clear
indicators of which hand it’s from or the correct anatomical orientation. This might not be the best print for a worthwhile AFIS
search, but it could still be identified if a manual comparison was conducted. The print on the right is an impression from the
second joint of a finger. This information also isn’t captured when known prints are submitted to AFIS databases, so it can’t be
searched.
No value: the latent print(s) lack sufficient quality and quantity of ridge detail to conduct any type of camparison with known
prints.

In all three latent prints pictured above, ridge detail was developed on a surface, but isn’t sufficient to conduct a comparison. The
ridge detail might be clear, but too minimal (left image); obscured due to deposition pressure or movement (middle); or overlapped
by multiple touches that can’t be separated into individual prints (right).
While these examples don’t cover every combination of factors that leads to value determinations, we hope they help explain the
results we report. Remember, if you process and take lifts, it’s always worth submitting them to see what can be done with the
evidence!

An Update from Firearms
NIBIN

The National Integrated Ballistic Identification Network (NIBIN) is a nationwide network that is a case
management system for cartridge cases collected at crime scenes and test fired cartridge cases
from recovered firearms. In order to further assist our partner agencies, the Miami Valley Regional
Crime Laboratory Firearms Section is encouraging agencies to submit all collected cartridge cases
for NIBIN entry and firearms for test firing and NIBIN entry. The protocol for NIBIN entry at the Miami
Valley Regional Crime Laboratory is that cartridge cases that are typical of being fired in
semiautomatic handguns and rifles of any calibers and 12 Gauge shotguns are entered into NIBIN. If
multiple cartridge cases are in a submitted case, the cartridge cases are screened and a
representative sample is entered into the NIBIN system. Likewise, all semi-automatic handguns and
rifles and semi-automatic, pump action and lever-action 12 Gauge shotguns are entered into the
NIBIN system.

Still Asking (Please)

The Firearms section of the Crime Laboratory has requested a Court Order to destroy numerous guns.
The weapons have outlived their usefulness according to Patrick McLaughlin, one of our three
firearms examiners.
The guns are used to replace parts of weapons submitted to our agency which cannot be tested safely
due to their condition. By taking parts from our inventory of weapons and using them to replace worn
or dangerous parts from guns, submitted to our agency for operability tests, our personnel can safely
restore the gun, test fire it, and put back the original parts as submitted.
Over the years, numerous agencies have donated weapons to our inventory. As we make room, we
are asking this practice to continue. If you have weapons in your property room that need to be
purged from your inventory and meet the criteria for furnishing them to the Crime Lab, we would
love to consider the donation.
The guns we are interested in should be late model, pistols and long guns in good working order. Our
staff will work with your department to ensure no duplication of weapons.
If you feel that the transfer requires a Court Order, our personnel will handle the request to the
Prosecutor’s Office and Court. If you have any questions as to what might qualify as a needed firearm,
please contact Patrick McLaughlin at 496-7298.
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Training Opportunity
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Morgue Musings
Congrats on 10 years of service to Michelle Welch

Michelle Welch is a natural leader and the calming center of the
Montgomery County Morgue. In her role as Morgue Supervisor,
Michelle oversees all aspects of the daily chaos that can happen on
any given day.
Michelle loves all things Halloween, pickles and her dog Dexter.
Michelle created the Lego display of our facility displayed in the
entryway.
The MCCO/MVRCL appreciates Michelle’s service,
leadership and ability to now ask Why!!

Michelle in her LARGE office

Cooler is out – No Problem

Michelle & her amazing Lego Coroner Office Replica

Pet Therapy Days are the Best Days

Governor Mike DeWine Visits
the Miami Valley Regional Crime Lab

Governor Mike DeWine announced a $1 millon grant for the MVRCL as part of his new Ohio Crime Lab
Efficiency Program. The funds will come from federal and state allocations. The MVRCL is one of 14 in
the state which is receiving the grant money. The money will allow for the purchase of new
instrumentation, technologies, and personnel that could, in some cases. double our efficiency.

Dayton Dragons Night for
MCCO/MVRCL

Cindy McGillivary 4.10.2021

Cindy McGillivary 06.07.2022

